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In this book, linguist Edwin Battistella tells the story of Sherwin Cody and his famous English
course, situating both the man and the course in early twentieth century cultural history. The
author shows how Cody became a grammatical entrepreneur and mass-marketer whose ads
proclaimed "Good Money in Good English" and asked "Is Good English Worth 25 Cents to
You?" This study of the most widely-advertised English education program in history provides
a unique window into popular views of language and culture and their connection to ideas of
success.
Describes Andersen's turbulent and difficult life, from his birth in 1805, through his success
as a writer in mid-nineteenth-century Europe, to his desperate search for love, ambition, and
meaning.
This beloved Newbery Honor-winning story about a feisty heroine is sure to enchant readers
new and old. At her birth, Ella of Frell receives a foolish fairy's gift—the “gift” of obedience.
Ella must obey any order, whether it's to hop on one foot for a day and a half, or to chop off her
own head! But strong-willed Ella does not accept her fate... Against a bold backdrop of princes,
ogres, giants, wicked stepsisters, and fairy godmothers, Ella goes on a quest to break the curse
forever. A tween favorite for 25 years—now shared with today's young readers by moms,
teachers, and other adults who remember the pleasure of discovering this fun fairy-tale
retelling themselves!
It is not surprising that biography is one of the most popular literary genres of our day. What
is remarkable is that there is no accessible guide for how to write one. Now, following his
recent Biography: A Brief History (from Harvard), award-winning biographer and teacher
Nigel Hamilton tackles the practicalities of doing biography in this first succinct primer to
elucidate the tools of the biographerÕs craft. Hamilton invites the reader to join him on a
fascinating journey through the art of biographical composition. Starting with personal
motivation, he charts the making of a modern biography from the inside: from conception to
fulfillment. He emphasizes the need to know oneÕs audience, rehearses the excitement and
perils of modern research, delves into the secrets of good and great biography, and guides the
reader through the essential components of life narrative. With examples taken from the finest
modern biographies, Hamilton shows how to portray the ages of manÑbirth, childhood, love,
lifeÕs work, the evening of life, and death. In addition, he suggests effective ways to start and
close a life story. He clarifies the difference between autobiography and memoirÑand
addresses the sometimes awkward ethical, legal, and personal consequences of truth-telling in
modern life writing. He concludes with the publication and reception of biographyÑits
afterlife, so to speak. Written with humor, insight, and compassion, How To Do Biography is
the manual that would-be biographers have long been awaiting.
Voted America's Best-Loved Novel in PBS's The Great American Read Harper Lee's Pulitzer
Prize-winning masterwork of honor and injustice in the deep South—and the heroism of one
man in the face of blind and violent hatred One of the most cherished stories of all time, To
Kill a Mockingbird has been translated into more than forty languages, sold more than forty
million copies worldwide, served as the basis for an enormously popular motion picture, and
was voted one of the best novels of the twentieth century by librarians across the country. A
gripping, heart-wrenching, and wholly remarkable tale of coming-of-age in a South poisoned
by virulent prejudice, it views a world of great beauty and savage inequities through the eyes
of a young girl, as her father—a crusading local lawyer—risks everything to defend a black man
unjustly accused of a terrible crime.
A Biography
The Life of Mary Wollstonecraft
Adela Breton
THE ART OF BIOGRAPHY
The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole Aged 13 3/4
The ABC of Modern Biography
“A richly textured and deeply moving portrait of greatness” (Los Angeles Times). In this masterful book, prize-winning historian
and authorized Churchill biographer Martin Gilbert weaves together the research from his eight-volume biography of the elder
statesman into one single volume, and includes new information unavailable at the time of the original work’s publication.
Spanning Churchill’s youth, education, and early military career, his journalistic work, and the arc of his political leadership,
Churchill: A Life details the great man’s indelible contribution to Britain’s foreign policy and internal social reform. With
eyewitness accounts and interviews with Churchill’s contemporaries, including friends, family members, and career adversaries, it
provides a revealing picture of the personal life, character, ambition, and drive of one of the world’s most remarkable leaders. “A
full and rounded examination of Churchill’s life, both in its personal and political aspects . . . Gilbert describes the painful decade
of Churchill’s political exile (1929–1939) and shows how it strengthened him and prepared him for his role in the ‘hour of supreme
crisis’ as Britain’s wartime leader. A lucid, comprehensive and authoritative life of the man considered by many to have been the
outstanding public figure of the 20th century.” —Publishers Weekly “Mr. Gilbert’s job was to bring alive before his readers a man of
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extraordinary genius and scarcely less extraordinary destiny. He has done so triumphantly.” —The New York Times Book Review
The poet and author’s “beautiful . . . wise and warm” journal of time spent in her New Hampshire home alone with her garden, her
books, the seasons, and herself (Eugenia Thornton, Cleveland Plain Dealer). “Loneliness is the poverty of self; solitude is richness
of self.” —May Sarton May Sarton’s parrot chatters away as Sarton looks out the window at the rain and contemplates returning to
her “real” life—not friends, not even love, but writing. In her bravest and most revealing memoir, Sarton casts her keenly observant
eye on both the interior and exterior worlds. She shares insights about everyday life in the quiet New Hampshire village of Nelson,
the desire for friends, and need for solitude—both an exhilarating and terrifying state. She likens writing to “cracking open the inner
world again,” which sometimes plunges her into depression. She confesses her fears, her disappointments, her unresolved
angers. Sarton’s garden is her great, abiding joy, sustaining her through seasons of psychic and emotional pain. Journal of a
Solitude is a moving and profound meditation on creativity, oneness with nature, and the courage it takes to be alone. Both
uplifting and cathartic, it sweeps us along on Sarton’s pilgrimage inward. This ebook features an extended biography of May
Sarton.
Presents the life of the American boxer, chronicling his rise as a young amateur fighter and Olympic medalist, his refusal to serve
in the army during the Vietnam conflict, his championship bouts, and his battle against Parkinson's disease.
Linda Sarsour, co-organizer of the Women’s March, shares an “unforgettable memoir” (Booklist) about how growing up
Palestinian Muslim American, feminist, and empowered moved her to become a globally recognized activist on behalf of
marginalized communities across the country. On a chilly spring morning in Brooklyn, nineteen-year-old Linda Sarsour stared at
her reflection, dressed in a hijab for the first time. She saw in the mirror the woman she was growing to be—a young Muslim
American woman unapologetic in her faith and her activism, who would discover her innate sense of justice in the aftermath of
9/11. Now heralded for her award-winning leadership of the Women’s March on Washington, Sarsour offers a “moving memoir
[that] is a testament to the power of love in action” (Michelle Alexander, author of The New Jim Crow). From the Brooklyn bodega
her father owned, where Linda learned the real meaning of intersectionality, to protests in the streets of Washington, DC, Linda’s
experience as a daughter of Palestinian immigrants is a moving portrayal of what it means to find one’s voice and use it for the
good of others. We follow Linda as she learns the tenets of successful community organizing, and through decades of fighting for
racial, economic, gender, and social justice, as she becomes one of the most recognized activists in the nation. We also see her
honoring her grandmother’s dying wish, protecting her children, building resilient friendships, and mentoring others even as she
loses her first mentor in a tragic accident. Throughout, she inspires you to take action as she reaffirms that we are not here to be
bystanders. In this “book that speaks to our times” (The Washington Post), Harry Belafonte writes of Linda in the foreword, “While
we may not have made it to the Promised Land, my peers and I, my brothers and sisters in liberation can rest easy that the future is
in the hands of leaders like Linda Sarsour. I have often said to Linda that she embodies the principle and purpose of another great
Muslim leader, brother Malcolm X.” This is her story.
How To Do BiographyA PrimerHarvard University Press
Churchill
Narrative Technique and Fictionalization
A Life
The Power Broker: Robert Moses and the Fall of New York
Wrestling with D. H. Lawrence
Design and Truth in Autobiography

"May be the best book ever written about jazz."—David Thomson, Los Angeles Times In eight poetically charged vignettes, Geoff Dyer
skillfully evokes the music and the men who shaped modern jazz. Drawing on photos, anecdotes, and, most important, the way he hears the
music, Dyer imaginatively reconstructs scenes from the embattled lives of some of the greats: Lester Young fading away in a hotel room;
Charles Mingus storming down the streets of New York on a too-small bicycle; Thelonious Monk creating his own private language on the
piano. However, music is the driving force of But Beautiful, and wildly metaphoric prose that mirrors the quirks, eccentricity, and brilliance of
each musician's style.
Learn how to record interesting stories from the lives of real people.
Originally published in 1960. Is there an art of autobiography? What are its origins and how has it come to acquire the form we know today?
For what does the autobiographer seek, and why should it be so popular? This study suggests some of the answers to these questions. It takes
the view that autobiography is one of the dominant and characteristic forms of literary self-expression and deserves examination for its own
sake. This book outlines a definition of the form and traces its historical origins and development, analyses its ‘truth’ and talks about what sort
of self-knowledge it investigates.
In the former United States, sixteen-year-old Noam Álvaro wakes up in a hospital bed, the sole survivor of the viral magic that killed his family
and made him a technopath. His ability to control technology attracts the attention of the minister of defense and thrusts him into the magical
elite of the nation of Carolinia. The son of undocumented immigrants, Noam has spent his life fighting for the rights of refugees fleeing magical
outbreaks--refugees Carolinia routinely deports with vicious efficiency. Sensing a way to make change, Noam accepts the minister's offer to
teach him the science behind his magic, secretly planning to use it against the government. But then he meets the minister's son--cruel,
dangerous, and achingly beautiful--and the way forward becomes less clear. Caught between his purpose and his heart, Noam must decide who
he can trust and how far he's willing to go in pursuit of the greater good.
First Published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Writing Biography, Autobiography and Memoir
The Realm of Possibility
Franklin & Eleanor Roosevelt: The Home Front in World War II
Ella Enchanted
Writing Educational Biography
A Book About Jazz
Rosalia Baena’s theoretically challenging, analytical volume of essays, explores the diversity of shapes that transcultural
life writing takes, demonstrating how it has become one of the most dynamic and productive literary forms of selfinscription and self-representation. Expanding much of the contemporary criticism on life writing, which tends to centre
on content, the essays highlight that reading contemporary forms of life writing from a literary perspective is a rich field
of critical intervention that has been overlooked because of recent cultural studies’ concerns with material issues. To
read life writing as primarily cultural texts undercuts much of its value as a complex dynamic of cultural production,
where aesthetic concerns and the choice and manipulation of form serve as signifying aspects to experiences and
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subjectivities. This book was previously published as a special issue of Prose Studies.
Moses is pictured as idealist reformer, and political manipulator as his rise to power and eventual domination of New York
State politics is documented
Thirteen-year-old Tina finds a diary in the secret compartment of a table in the bed and breakfast run by her best friend's
family, setting off a search for a Revolutionary War treasure and drawing her closer to her stepsister.
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.
An awful tragedy disrupted the otherwise peaceful life of Jim Morris, a repairman at a roofing and siding company in
Missouri. His young daughter, Ruth, died after being hit by a car when she ran into the street to chase after a ball she had
thrown to the family dog. Jim tries to cope with his grief, but the grief, along with the regret about what he had been
doing just before Ruth had been hit, haunts him. Odd changes, however, begin to occur at Jim's company. A young man
named Mike, fresh from high school, gets a job there. Young Mike is more than he seems. He is a reversal engineer who
specializes in changing the past. Mike's scientific expertise allows him to change past circumstances so that Ruth does
not die, but reversal engineering is a new scientific discipline and Mike has yet to work out all of the glitches. Changing
one circumstance often leads to a breakdown in others. Can reversal engineering be refined so that Jim's wish to have his
daughter back comes true without consequences? Or, will this new technology actually make matters worse?
The Life of a Storyteller
The Story of Sherwin Cody's Famous Language School
My Autobiography!
The World Book Encyclopedia
Portrait with Keys

Presents a social history of the United States in 1940, along with a moment-by-moment
account of Roosevelt's leadership and the private lives of the president and First Lady,
whose remarkable partnership transformed America. (This book was previously featured in
Forecast.)
Draws on more than forty interviews with Steve Jobs, as well as interviews with family
members, friends, competitors, and colleagues to offer a look at the co-founder and
leading creative force behind the Apple computer company.
Essential reading for anyone interested in writing biography or memoir, with practical
advice from successful biographers and creative writing teachers.
This collection contains 15 essays on The Art of Biography by Virginia Woolf. Contents:
The New Biography. A Talk about Memoirs. Sir Walter Raleigh. Sterne. Eliza and Sterne.
Horace Walpole. A Friend of Johnson. Fanny Burney's Half-Sister. Money and Love. The
Dream. The Fleeting Portrait: 1. Waxworks at the Abbey. The Fleeting Portrait: 2. The
Royal Academy. Poe's Helen. Visits to Walt Whitman. Oliver Wendell Holmes. Adeline
Virginia Woolf (25 January 1882 – 28 March 1941) was an English writer, and one of the
foremost modernists of the twentieth century. During the interwar period, Woolf was a
significant figure in London literary society and a central figure in the influential
Bloomsbury Group of intellectuals. Her most famous works include the novels Mrs Dalloway
(1925), To the Lighthouse (1927) and Orlando (1928), and the book-length essay A Room of
One's Own (1929), with its famous dictum, "A woman must have money and a room of her own
if she is to write fiction."
This is a book about Johannesburg and one man’s place in it: a provocative, teasing,
revealing, analytical and poetic text on the city and the life rooted in its concrete
streets. A high-water mark in Ivan Vladislavi?’s writing, Portrait with Keys is a
sprawling yet comprehensive portrait of his Joburg. His gaze roams freely across the
decades, but the focus falls on the eve of the millennium. Neither a novel in any
conventional sense nor a collection of short stories, this chain of lyrical texts brings
together memoir, history, snapshots, meditations, asides on arts and – not least –
observations on that essential urban accessory, the Gorilla steering lock. Home, habit,
change, memory, mortality, friendship, ghosts, gardens, walking, falling, selling and
stealing are all part of this unique dossier of city life. Portrait with Keys is an
extraordinary work, both an oblique self-portrait of the author and a vivid recovery of
where we have been all along.
A Memoir of Love and Resistance
How to Write a Biography
About My Life Story!
A Victorian Artist Amid Mexico's Ruins
Journal of a Solitude
The Fever King
FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD "In the spirit of Julian Barnes's Flaubert's
Parrot and Alain de Botton's How Proust Can Change Your Life, Mr. Dyer's Out of Sheer Rage keeps
circling its subject in widening loops and then darting at it when you least expect it . . . a
wild book."--Christopher Lehmann-Haupt, The New York Times Geoff Dyer was a talented young
writer, full of energy and reverence for the craft, and determined to write a study of D. H.
Lawrence. But he was also thinking about a novel, and about leaving Paris, and maybe moving in
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with his girlfriend in Rome, or perhaps traveling around for a while. Out of Sheer Rage is
Dyer's account of his struggle to write the Lawrence book--a portrait of a man tormented,
exhilarated, and exhausted. Dyer travels all over the world, grappling not only with his
fascinating subject but with all the glorious distractions and needling anxieties that define
the life of a writer.
The historian as biographer must resolve questions that reflect the dual challenge of telling
history and telling lives: How does the biographer sort out the individual?s role within the
larger historical context? How do biographical studies relate to other forms of history? Should
historians use different approaches to biography, depending on the cultures of their subjects?
What are the appropriate primary sources and techniques that scholars should use in writing
biographies in their respective fields? In Writing Biography, six prominent historians address
these issues and reflect on their varied experiences and divergent perspectives as biographers.
Shirley A. Leckie examines the psychological and personal connections between biographer and
subject; R. Keith Schoppa considers the pervasive effect of culture on the recognition of
individuality and the presentation of a life; Retha M. Warnicke explores past context and modern
cultural biases in writing the biographies of Tudor women; John Milton Cooper Jr. discusses the
challenges of writing modern biographies and the interplay of the biographer?s own experiences;
Nell Irvin Painter looks at the process of reconstructing a life when written documents are
scant; and Robert J. Richards investigates the intimate relationship between life experiences
and new ideas. Despite their broad range of perspectives, all six scholars agree on two central
points: biography and historical analysis are inextricably linked, and biographical studies
offer an important tool for analyzing historical questions.
The life and work of the adventurous Victorian gentlewoman who became internationally recognized
for her paintings of Pre-Columbian sites and images.
The Heinemann Plays series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in durable classroom
editions. Many have large casts and an equal mix of boy and girl parts. This play is an
adaptation of the humorous diary of a young intellectual, suffering the traumas of love,
parental divorce and spots.
Many of us have wanted to write a life-storybut have been unsure how to set about it or how to
bring such a project to completion. Whether you are planning to write about your own family or
research the life of a famous historical figure, this book will assist, advise and encourage
you. The author looks at all aspects of writing biography and autobiography, including: the
reasons for biographical writing; choosing your subject; identifying your audience; research
methods; organising the information; and writing up your material. There are also sections on
legal issues, copyright and finding a publisher.
Steve Jobs
More Time for Politics
Do You Make These Mistakes in English?
To Kill a Mockingbird
Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes
Writing Biography and Autobiography

Info Trail for ages 5-11: *Enthuses all readers with attention-grabbing titles, engaging humour and
inventive topics to inspire excellence and enjoyment in learning. *Provides broad and rich crosscurricular content linked to History, Geography and Science with many matches to National Curriculum
and QCA topics. *Provides excellent models for writing with coverage of all NLS non-fiction text types
pupils need to experience and understand. *Especially motivates and supports reluctant readers through
supportive illustrations and Access texts for ages 9-11. *Promotes valuable awareness of community and
citizenship through many titles based around community, environment and health.
Ancient biography is now a well-established and popular field of study among classicists as well as many
scholars of literature and history more generally. In particular biographies offer important insights into
the dynamics underlying ancient performance of the self and social behaviour, issues currently of crucial
importance in classical studies. They also raise complex issues of narrativity and fictionalization. This
volume examines a range of ancient texts which are or purport to be biographical and explores how
formal narrative categories such as time, space and character are constructed and how they address
(highlight, question, thematize, underscore or problematize) the borderline between historicity and
fictionality. In doing so, it makes a major contribution not only to the study of ancient biographical
writing but also to broader narratological approaches to ancient texts.
Biographies are one of the most popular and best-selling of the literary genres. Why do people like
them? What does a biography do and how does it work? This Very Short Introduction examines different
types of biographies, why certain people and historical events arouse so much interest, and how they are
compared with history and fiction.
In this book - an ABC of the genre, with 26 entries - two renowned biographers and teachers take us on a
tour, from A for Authorization to Z for Zigzagging to the End. In trenchant, witty entries they explore the
good, the bad and the plain ugly in modern 'life writing' and the portrayal of real lives today - and how,
across history and continents, we got here. This book will fascinate general readers interested in how
real lives are approached by biographers today in a multitude of media. It will make a much-needed
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contribution in academia, as well as providing an important text for students of history, language and
literature, the arts, science and media. And, not least, for biographers trying to avoid the pitfalls of
ignorance or ineptitude.
About The Book -It is hard to beat a person who never gives up! - Babe Ruth -Autobiography - An
Account of a person's life and as written by that person! This is my 33rd book - and after 6 books on Arab
Management, 3 on Road Safety, 2 prior of this on My Autobiography (The Story of My Life!) - 12 on my
Columns Writings 'Between Us Only!' and 'At My Workplace!' and the rest on assorted topics! The book
is a bird's eye view all about me from my all varied articles to date! If one wants to write my Obituary
then there is no place to start than from this book - but not forgetting reading the other books as well! I
apologise in advance - as I do feel I may have missed out in some articles. But writing my Bibliography,
this book will go 90% in doing the work! The articles produced here are in main part linked to me as
Majid aka as Magic - Magic Man as the pseudonym I used in 'The Forums'! Also interestingly the article Why Do They Call You Magic? Also Who Is Majid? And My Epitaph! The articles are also about My
Family and My Late Parents - Peace Be Upon Them! There are several bits and pieces spread out in my
other 28 books where they could also come here - but then the book will be very big in size and in
contents! I hope you will like reading about me! People were always asking me - Why don't you write a
book about yourself? The story of your life? I then decided to accept the challenge and write this book.
Like the other books - I have tried to be as factual as possible - and with my usual style of writing of
speaking to you directly from my heart - and to be as sincere, genuine, frank, forthright as possible - so
that this book can not only be used in Research works - but as a Guide and Beacon for the children,
grandchildren, great grandchildren - and future generations by the Grace of Allah God - Ameen Amen.
The Author
Secret of Belle Meadow
Historians & Their Craft
How To Do Biography
Explorations in Qualitative Research
Essays in Biography
Writing Biography
An introduction to the life and work of Alexander Hamilton, one of America's Founding Fathers. Activities includes
All about Hamilton crossword puzzle.
Pioneering eighteenth-century feminist Mary Wollstonecraft lived a life as radical as her vision of a fairer world. She
overcame great disadvantages - poverty (her abusive, sybaritic father squandered the family fortune), a frivolous
education, and the stigma of being unmarried in a man's world. Her life changed when Thomas Paine's publisher,
Joseph Johnson, determined to make her a writer. Wollstonecraft lived as fully as a man would, socializing with the
great painters, poets, and revolutionaries of her era. She traveled to Paris during the French Revolution; fell in love
with Gilbert Imlay, a fickle American; and, unmarried, openly bore their daughter, Fanny. This biography of Mary
Wollstonecraft gives a balanced view. Diane Jacobs also continues Wollstonecraft's story by concluding with those of
her daughters.
First published in 1977, Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes is the great literary theorist's most original work--a
brilliant and playful text, gracefully combining the personal and the theoretical to reveal Roland Barthes's tastes, his
childhood, his education, his passions and regrets.
When Tony Benn left Parliament after 51 years he quoted his wife Caroline's remark that now he would have 'more
time for politics'. And so this has proved: in the first seven years of this century he has helped reinvigorate national
debate through public meetings, mass campaigns and appearances in the media, passionately bringing moral and
political issues to wide audiences. And throughout, as ever, he has been keeping his diaries. Commenting on the
demise of the New Labour project from the re-election of Tony Blair in 2001 to the ultimate foreign policy disasters
of Afghanistan and Iraq, he gives other prescient accounts of the government's by-passing of Cabinet, parliament
and the party, of the 'war on terror', the debate about Islam, globalisation and the changes in British society.
Although he is no longer in power or in parliament, Tony Benn remains a figure of enormous respect whose direct
views, honestly expressed, have often awakened the national conscience. His latest Diaries, human and challenging
in turn, are an enthralling read.
Including original contributions by, among others, Martin Amis, Alan Sillitoe, Ruth Fainlight and D.J. Taylor, this
important collection examines the status and practice of literary biography and autobiographical writing, and
reasserts the centrality of the relationship between authors' lives and their works.
But Beautiful
Transculturing Auto/Biography
Essays on Autobiography, Biography and Literature
Her Own Woman
The Arvon Book of Life Writing
We Are Not Here to Be Bystanders
A collection of forty essays each describe a different individual, including such writers and thinkers
as Saul Bellow, George Washington, Adlai Stevenson, and Alfred Kinsey.
A Primer
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No Ordinary Time
Forms of Life Writing
Writing Biography in Greece and Rome
Out of Sheer Rage
Hans Christian Andersen
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